
 

 
Marrakech, 12 January 2023  

PRESS RELEASE  
 
Beginning 30 January 2023, tickets for the Jardin Majorelle, the Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber Arts 
and the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Marrakech will be available for online purchase only. 
 
Until then, the Jardin Majorelle will continue to offer two options for buying tickets: at its ticket 
offices―located at the entrance of the garden and the entrance of the Musée Yves Saint Laurent 
Marrakech―or online via a ticketing platform:  
 
https://tickets.jardinmajorelle.com 
 
As of 30 January 2023, reserving online will be the only way to obtain a ticket to visit the garden or 
either of its two museums. The on-site ticket offices will no longer be in operation. The Fondation 
Jardin Majorelle urges all local tourism stakeholders―such as official guides, the Ministry of Tourism 
and tour operators―to inform their clients and visitors of our new ticketing policy.  
 
This compulsory online-only ticketing policy will help visitors avoid long lines and delays in buying 
tickets while managing the flow of visitors within the garden and at its two museums. This is in keeping 
with the Jardin Majorelle’s aim to offer its visitors exemplary service and a memorable experience 
while ensuring a pleasant work environment for our staff. 
 
Please also note that the Musée Yves Saint Laurent Marrakech will be closed from 30 January to 3 
March 2023, in order to prepare the upcoming temporary exhibition. It will reopen to the public on 4 
March at 10:00 am.  
 
Since the establishment of the Jardin Majorelle, it has become one of the most visited sites in Morocco. 
Every year, more than 900,000 visitors come to the renowned garden and its two internationally 
acclaimed museums: the Pierre Bergé Museum of Berber Arts and the Musée Yves Saint Laurent 
Marrakech.  
 
 
Further information:  
https://www.jardinmajorelle.com/en 
https://tickets.jardinmajorelle.com/visite 
https://www.jardinmajorelle.com/en/the-musee-pierre-berge-des-arts-berberes 
https://www.museeyslmarrakech.com/en 
 
Press contact: 
info@jardinmajorelle.com 
+212 (0)5 24 29 86 86 
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